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The CORSAIR T3 RUSH (2023) gaming chair is inspired by professional motorsports, contouring to the shape of your body with a 

breathable soft cloth exterior. An adjustable neck cushion and memory foam lumbar support deliver the comfort for all-day 

gaming, while an embedded solid steel frame ensures years of durability. The T3 RUSH is adjustable in almost every way, with 4D 

armrests that can move in any direction, 100mm of adjustable seat height, a 160° reclining lay-flat seat back, and a lockable 10° 

of seat tilt so you can find your sweet spot. Easily assembled and able to glide on most surfaces with 65mm dual wheel casters, 

the T3 RUSH will let you command in comfort for hours on end.
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CORSAIR T3 RUSH Fabric Gaming Chair (2023) - Racing-Inspired Design - Soft Fabric Exterior -  

Adjustable 4D Armrests - Detachable Memory Foam Lumbar and Neck Pillow 
CORSAIR T3 RUSH Fabric Gaming Chair (2023)

T3 RUSH

The CORSAIR T3 RUSH gaming chair combines racing-inspired design and contoured comfort, with a breathable soft cloth 

exterior, padded neck cushion and memory foam lumbar support.
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The CORSAIR T3 RUSH gaming chair is inspired by professional motorsports, contouring to the shape of your body with a 

breathable soft cloth exterior. An adjustable neck cushion and memory foam lumbar support deliver the comfort for all-day 

gaming. With an embedded solid steel frame and 4D armrests adjustable in any direction, the T3 RUSH will let you command in 

comfort for hours on end.
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https://corsair.mediavalet.com/portals/T3_Rush_Charcoal_Black_WWS


CORSAIR TC200 Fabric Gaming Chair, Standard Fit, Black/Black

Features and Benefits
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•         Embedded Steel Frame: Built with solid steel in the chair base and back, ensuring years of strength and durability.

•         4D Armrests: Adjust the armrests in any direction – up or down, left or right, forward or backward, or swiveled to support 

your posture.

•         100mm of Adjustable Seat Height: Effortlessly set your seat to your ideal height with a wide range of movement, supported 

by a steel-construction class 4 gas lift.

•         160° Reclining Lay-Flat Seat Back: Find your sweet spot, with a lockable 10° of seat tilt.

•         Easy Assembly Process: Get set up and seated fast.

•         65mm Dual Wheel Casters: Glide easily on most surfaces.

Sit back and relax with an adjustable padded neck cushion and memory foam lumbar support, both wrapped in plush microfiber.

An embedded steel frame runs through the chair base and back, ensuring years of strength and durability.

4D Armrests allow you to adjust in any direction – up or down, left or right, forward or backward, or swiveled to support your 

posture.

Effortlessly set your seat to your ideal height with 100mm of movement range, supported by a steel-construction class 4 gas lift.

With a 160° reclining lay-flat seat back and a lockable 10° of seat tilt, it’s easy to find your sweet spot.

Easy assembly process gets you gets you set up and seated fast.

65mm Dual wheel casters glide easily on most surfaces.
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•         Inspired by Performance Motorsports: The T3 RUSH’s breathable soft fabric exterior retains minimal heat, providing the 

contoured comfort and support to battle through an intense skirmish or an all-day competition.

•         Padded Neck Cushion and Memory Foam Lumbar Support: Sit back and relax as you play thanks to cushions for your 

neck and lower back, both wrapped in plush microfiber.

 Inspired by performance motorsport seats, the T3 RUSH’s breathable soft fabric exterior retains minimal heat, providing the 

contoured comfort and support to battle through an intense skirmish or an all-day competition.
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CORSAIR TC200 Fabric Gaming Chair, Standard Fit, Black/Black

Tech Specs

Box Contents

Shipping Information

Model Part Number UPC Code

Box 

Shipping 

Weight 

(kg)

Product 

Weight 

(kg)

CF-9010057-WW 840006695806

CF-9010057-UK 840006695790
22.9 kg 19.9 kg 880 x 690 x 380 mm x

•Adjustable Back Angle : 90-160° 

•Height Adjustability : 100mm

Country of Origin CHINA

Product Dimensions (L x W x 

H mm)

•Chair Base Material:

•Wheel Size:

• Minimum Arm Height:

• Backrest Height:

• Backrest Shoulder Width:

•Package Size:

•Net Weight (Chair Only):

T3 Rush 

(2023) - 

Charcoal

•Adjustable Tilt Angle: 

• Maximum Seat Height:

19.9 kg

Yes

2 years

264 lbs / 120 kg

58.5 cm

46 cm

54 cm

880 x 690 x 380 mm

•Minimum Seat Height: 

64.5 cm 

74 cm

85 cm

22.9 kg

• Maximum Arm Height:

•Weight Capacity:

•Adjustable Lumbar Pillow:

•Gross Weight (Packaged):

•Warranty:

Box Dimensions (L x W x H 

mm)

•Seat Foam Type:

•Adjustable Armrests : Yes

•Color: Charcoal

•Seating Surface Material:

•Seat Back Material:

•Tilt Lock : Yes

•Tilt Angle Lock : No

•Seat Foam Density:

•Seat Frame Color:

•Seat Frame Construction:

•Armrest Type: 4D (Up/Down, Left/Right, Forward/Back, Swivel)

0-10° 

Yes

HTC

65mm

Nylon/PU

44 x 57 cm (D x W)

PU

Black

50±5kg / m^3

Fabric

•Wheel Material:

•Seat Size:

•Gas Lift Specification : 0-100mm

•Gas Lift Class : Class 4 Grade

•Recline : Yes

Steel

9401.71.0031

1x T3 RUSH (2023) Chair

1x Accessory Box (Bolts and Assembly Hardware)

1x Safety & Warranty Leaflet

Fabric

Nylon

•Adjustable Neck Pillow:
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